
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Detective Natalie Flowerdew Brown is in Solomon Islands 

John Wanoa<moaienergy@gmail.com> 
 

Jan 24 (3 days ago) 

 

shannon@vulcanchambers.co.nz 

Dear Shannon 

I Instruct you to use this Video as my Evidence in my Court Hearing to support my case is New 

Zealand Law practicing Admiralty Contract Law in the Auckland District Court as a 

CONTRACT COURT with Natalie Flowerdew-Brown Documents she arrested me with are 

PRIVATE CONTRACT Documents she ENFORCED into LAW as a CONTRACT she as 

AGENT put me the PRINCIPLE in CONTRACT with her herself  

 

Judge is the Trustee 

Registrar is the Sheriff 

Police Prosecutor is Bank Signatory to Money from a lender of whose money  

 

I am challenging the BENFICIARY Financial Value Inheritance CLAIMANT Signatory of that 

TRUST MONEY which was used to pay you Shannon Withers your fees with and to pay the 

BOND to the Prison to release me from Prison 

 

mailto:shannon@vulcanchambers.co.nz


 

https://youtu.be/OMszU0j92I8 

 

On Sun, Jan 24, 2016 at 6:23 PM, John Wanoa<moaienergy@gmail.com> wrote: 

 Dear Shannon, 

You see the Police conveniently shifted her off to the Solomon Islands but my main aim is to 

have her in front of a Court to come and face me as a Prosecutor and I won’t answer to anyone 

standing in her place as the injurer of me the person to answer to not anyone else She did the 

damage She Pays the damage and every other third party to the fraud Cook St on line facebook 

now why would the NZ Police avoid me and my Chieftainship and even these NgatiWhatua IWI 

can’t stomach the Truth about TITLE here. And then this other Detective is away and pass it to 

another one So the more it spreads the more the Bill escalates with the Third Party Fraud case 

they going to have to pay for with no Queen Sovereign Jurisdiction to face me and the Chiefs 

There is a pattern here of Police behavior on my facebook site staying silent all the way through 

this 6 years 8 months they been avoiding me and Moai Crown King William IV Sovereign 

Jurisdiction Now the Queen is playing up as well and the whole legal system is unfolding on my 

sites 66 facebook sites and YouTube They can’t simply ignore me and my Chiefs can pull the 

plug on John Key anytime at Waitangi day he bringing OBAMA the biggest Fraud getting 

caught with Hilary Clinton in a big Fraud the People revolting now. 

John Wanoa 
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